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Today’s Panel

- Purpose
- Goals
- Agenda
Sample PSA
Proposed Mission Statement

“The Secretaries of State Task Force to Restore and Ensure the Public Trust in Elections will provide a platform for secretaries to fulfill the highest ideals associated with our duty as the nation’s chief elections officers for our respective states. We will provide leadership to elevate the conversation about our elections process, counter divisive rhetoric and foster a respectful civic dialogue. Our mission is to strengthen public trust in elections so that every eligible voter can confidently engage in government by and for the people.”
Discussion

- Feedback
- Ideas
- Next Steps
Thank you!

Contact the Secretaries
- Secretary Jocelyn Benson: BensonJ4@Michigan.gov
- Secretary Frank LaRose: FLaRose@OhioSOS.Gov

National Institute for Civil Discourse (NICD)
https://nicd.arizona.edu/